In vivo evaluation of scaffolds compatible for colonoid engraftments onto injured mouse colon epithelium.
Colon organoids (colonoids) are known to be similar to colon tissue in structure and function, which makes them useful in the treatment of intestinal de-epithelialized disease. Matrigel, which is used as a transplantation scaffold for colonoids, cannot be used in clinical applications because of its undefined composition and tumorigenicity. This study identifies clinically available scaffolds that are effective for colonoid transplantation in damaged intestinal mucosa. The colon crypt was isolated and cultured from C57BL/6-Tg[CAG enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP)131Osb/LeySopJ mice into EGFP + colonoids and subsequently transplanted into the EDTA colitis mouse model using gelatin, collagen, or fibrin glue scaffolds. To identify scaffolds suitable for colonoid engraftment in injured colon mucosa, the success rates of transplantation and secondary EGFP colonoid formation were measured, and the scaffolds' mediated toxicity in vitro and in vivo was observed in recipient mice. When colonoids were transplanted with gelatin, collagen, and fibrin glue into the EDTA colitis mouse model, all groups were found to be successfully engrafted. Fibrin glue, especially, showed significant increase in the engrafted area compared with Matrigel after 4 wk. The scaffolds used in the study did not induce colonic toxicity after transplantation into the recipients' colons and were thus deemed safe when locally administrated. This study suggests new methods for and provides evidence of the safety and utility of the clinical application of colonoid-based therapeutics. Furthermore, the methods introduced in this study will be helpful in developing cell treatment using the esophagus or a stomach organoid for various digestive-system diseases.-Jee, J., Jeong, S. Y., Kim, H. K., Choi, S. Y., Jeong, S., Lee, J., Ko, J. S., Kim, M. S., Kwon, M.-S., Yoo, J. In vivo evaluation of scaffolds compatible for colonoid engraftments onto injured mouse colon epithelium.